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Building Basics: Wire Size

Home Depot recently for about $35 in the aisle that has the material for installing computer and cable TV coaxial cable. With this crimping tool you can also buy a ... 
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building basics Wire Size Helpful tips for choosing the right wire RICHARD KOEHLER , EA A 161427



Editor’s Note: This month we’re beginning a three-part series about electrical basics. In this issue, Dick talks about wire sizes, next month he’ll review wiring protection and fuses, and he’ll conclude with a discussion of switches…Eds
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’m often asked, “What size wire do I use for the electrical system in my homebuilt?” My answer is, “The smallest you can get away with.” I usually follow that with, “but, it depends.” You could wire your plane with electrical cable the width of your thumb, but besides being expensive, your plane would probably exceed gross weight even before you added fuel. Purely for weight reasons, we want to use the smallest (lightest) wire that will do the job. However, if the wire is too small, you may have other problems. If you try to drive too much current through the wire, it can heat up and, in a worst case scenario, cause a fire. On the other hand, if the wire is long, it may create enough resistance to produce a voltage drop, and the component at the end of the wire will not function correctly. There are mathematical ways to calculate these losses, but most of us use the charts in FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 43.13-1B. AC43.13-1B is titled Acceptable Methods, Techniques, and Practices—Aircraft Inspection and Repair. When you go to buy the inch-and-a-half-thick softbound book, it will also include AC43.13-2A, which is similarly titled Acceptable Methods, Techniques, and Practices—Aircraft Alterations. The books are printed by the Government Printing Office, but the price is more than $100. You can get reprints through Aircraft Spruce and Specialty and most pilot shops for about $20. This AC is the bible for airframe and powerplant (A&P) mechanics, second only to the manufacturer’s service manual. If a procedure is not in the applicable maintenance manual, then we fall back on AC43.13. All homebuilders 84
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should have a copy. Note that -1B is for inspection and repair, and -2A is for alterations. So information on how to repair a damaged aluminum skin panel is in -1B, and instructions for installing shoulder harnesses are in -2A. For electrical systems, all the information on how to inspect and replace wiring, including calculating the proper size, is in -1B, whereas the methods for mounting radios and antennas and the structural strength requirements for the mounts are in -2A. Simple, right? Let’s get back to trying to figure out what size wire is needed. To begin, we need to determine three basic items: 1) What is the voltage of our system? 2) What is the current draw of the component we are wiring into the aircraft? 3) How long will the wire be that connects the component to the main power distribution point, usually referred to as the power buss? Let’s look at each of these requirements a bit more carefully. The voltage is usually simple. Most of our homebuilts use a 12-volt battery with a generator/alternator that puts out a nominal 13.75 volts. This is often referred to as a 14-volt system. With bigger and more complex aircraft, weight is saved by going to a high-voltage system, so many larger aircraft have a 24-volt battery, 27.5-volt generator/ alternator, and use what is called a 28-volt system. The second requirement is the current draw of the component. You need to know how many amps of current it pulls. Hopefully, manufacturer data will give you this, or it is printed on the component. Sometimes you can get it in a catalog, particularly for lightbulbs. You may have to use Ohm’s law (E=IR) or the power law (P=EI) to calculate the current. In an extreme case, you can set up an experiment using a known electrical source, such as your car battery, an ammeter, and the component, so that you can directly measure the current draw in amps. The third step is to measure the actual length of the wire
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per foot. Now you know why you want to put the battery on the firewall and not way back in the tail somewhere! You will mostly use 18- and 22-gauge wire (19 cents/foot), and even if you use a couple of hundred feet, you are probably going to spend around $50 for the wire for your homebuilt. In the grand scheme of the costs for a project, the cost of the wire is a very small percentage, and it probably pays to buy the good stuff. Besides not producing toxic gases if it burns, Mil-Spec wire is lighter and more abrasion-resistant than the typical auto store wiring. Most of the power distribution wire in your plane will be terminated with a crimped-on insulated ring tongue terminal. Be sure to buy good-quality connectors as opposed
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to those you find in the variety pack in the auto parts store. The crimped-on terminals come in three basic sizes: red for 22- to 16-gauge wire, blue for 16- to 14-gauge wire, and yellow for 12- to 10-gauge wire. Also, each of these colors comes in a variety of ring sizes for use under various-sized studs, ranging from No. 4 screw up to about 3/8-inch on our homebuilts. Be sure to check the size of the studs on your circuit breakers and switches and order the right-sized ring connector for them. In my experience, most of them will use a No. 8 screw, but the alternator circuit breaker is usually a No. 10 (3/16-inch). On smaller avionics, it is common to find No. 6 screws, so you will probably need a selection of ring connectors, particularly in the red 22-16 wire size range. Again, it probably pays to buy the better parts here, and I favor the AMP brand, which is available from Aircraft Spruce and Specialty or through local electronics stores. Be sure to get a good-quality crimping tool that will crimp the wire and insulation support at the same time. I found such a tool at Home Depot recently for about $35 in the aisle that has the material for installing computer and cable TV coaxial cable. With this crimping tool you can also buy a separate set of dies that will allow you to crimp RG-58/400 coaxial cable for the antennas for only about $16 extra. Dick Koehler is an active airframe and powerplant mechanic with inspection authorization, a commercial pilot with instrument and multiengine ratings, and a technical counselor and flight advisor. He regularly teaches classes in EAA SportAir Workshops.
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Building Basics: Electrical System Basics - Size 

When it comes to an aircraft's electrical system, a ... Because an electrical system is relatively complex, this how-to guide .... to design the basics of your electrical.










 








Building Basics: Swaging & troubleshooting - Size 

rusty broken strands are sharp and can lead to unpleasant cuts and unscheduled tetanus shots. AC. 43.13 also recommends that unin- stalled cables be twisted ...










 








Building Basics: Safety Dance - Size 

There are two types of self-locking nuts, the all-metal type and ... pliers or safety wire pliers are handy to bend the prongs. ... eas exposed to the airflow. Always.










 








Building Basics: Tube Talk - Size 

welding on similar-shaped pieces, i.e., tubing to tubing, or tabs to tube, etc., to get back up to speed. All skills get rusty with disuse, so brush up on your welding ...










 








Building Basics: Clear Objective - Size 

it, sand it out, or repair it. If you make a mistake, you either live with it or start over. .... S, 2000 Tomlynn St., Richmond, VA 23230. Visa/M.C., call (804) 353-1713.










 








Building Basics: Connection by Crimping - Size 

The Right Tools. For starters, to make good crimp connections, you need to start with the right tools. In this case, the right tools are non-return crimpers and wire ...










 








Building Basics: Don't call it Sandpaper! - Size 

Service Center: MT-Propeller USA, Inc. 1180 Airport Terminal Drive. De Land, FL 32724. Tel: (386) 736-7762, Fax: (386) 736-7696 e-mail: [email protected].










 








building basics 12 or 24 Volts - Size 

building basics. 12 or 24 Volts. Choosing the best system for your aircraft project. GEORGE R. WILHELMSEN, EAA 442664. Working through the various stages ...










 








Building Basics: Hard Line Tricks - Size 

tinely use a 45-degree flare angle, but aircraft using AN or ... flare angle is the angle from the lon- gitudinal axis of ... Major credit cards accepted. â€¢ WI residents ...










 








building basics Wiring Protection, Part II - Size 

correct wire size to use for various electrical systems ... both the battery and the alternator/generator outputs connect to the ... you are only going to fly day VFR,.










 








Building Basics: Planning Cockpit Instruments - Size 

To fly the airplane under VFR, you have to install basic instruments. FAR Part ... ture gauge, and a fuel gauge for each tank. .... trical load requires a generator or.










 








Building Basics: Hold it right there - Size 

stubby Clecos that still have the 0- inch to 1/4-inch grip but shorter shafts. 6. ... Utility: 900 â€“ 950 lb useful load accomodates the kids, large golf bags, mountain bikes, ... Pre-drilled, matched-hole parts that fit perfectly, and world-class m










 








Building basics: Leading the blind - Size 

This manual replaces MIL-. HDBK-5. One popular and readily available .... a pencil grinder with a round ball carbide burr to destroy the lock. Practice with the ...










 








Building Basics: Aircraft control cables, part1 - Size 

fatigue and break. Smaller diameter wires do not have as much steel to be compressed or stretched during a bend, so the strain on the steel is not as great.










 








building basics Look, But Don't Touch - Size 

scratches: you can think of them as either â€œfilling up the valleysâ€� or â€œlowering .... as an aviation writer and consultant based near Indianapolis,. Indiana. You can ...










 








Building Basics: All About Bolts - Size 

use hardware-store nuts and bolts in your projectâ€”but .... Close-tolerance bolts have a small triangle embossed ... mincing of 836,89? complete. Glasaii 1)1 kit ...










 








Aircraft Building: Weldingâ€”Building on the Basics - Size 

die grinder, disc grinder, C-. " clamps, wire .... your eyes when grinding or cut- ting metal before ... proven over time, and the manual is almost like having an ...










 








Building Basics: Electrical System Basics 

an electrical system is relatively complex, this how-to guide tackles the electrical foundation of ... tube and stall detection vane, and then ... feature dual alternators, dual voltage regulators ... George Wilhelmsen holds a commercial certificate 










 








building basics Wire-Wrapped and Soldered Cable Fittings 

This makes for a rigid assembly and a much easier start ... eye ends, shackles, or whatever your cable assembly requires. .... the flame or iron, to melt the solder.










 








building basics Wire-Wrapped and Soldered Cable Fittings 

call for on my Pietenpol Air Camper. I started researching the techniques ... This worked well to capture and center the cable and thimble in the jaws. As seen.










 








Building Basics: Roundabouts 

it's important to use the right wash- er for each job. A typical ... A field guide to aircraft washers. Greg Laslo ... even Friday-night dirt-track car-rac- ing guys use AN ...










 








Building Basics: Spark Plugs 

to more than $50, and eight to 12 plugs per engine, spark plugs become ... the surface areas in the combustion chamber exceed a critical limit or if the spark plug ...










 








Building Basics: Riveting Techniques 

As with all other facets of riveting, practice using this tool on scrap that is identical to the material you ulti- mately want to work on. It takes practiceâ€”and patience.










 








Building Basics: Gauging Aluminum 

ist in nature as a free metal, but aluminum oxide, the raw material needed to produce .... Weight & Balance. â€¢ Inspection & Testing. NON EAA MEMBERS $389.
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